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We believe that the space around us affects us in a direct 
way: beautiful and creative surroundings stimulate our 
development and make us more attentive. That is why 
we want to provide the best possible environment for our 
children, enabling them to grow to their full potential and 
be free. Our furniture and accessories have been designed 
to let you welcome your little one safely and comfortably 
into your home.
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deAr MuM, deAr dAd
We know how important the moment you are waiting 
for is. Don’t worry, we are well prepared for it. Choose 
VOX to make sure that your interior will look exactly 
how you want it to. All this is possible because we first 
examine your needs thoroughly and then – during 
the design process – create furniture that is not only 
beautiful and safe, but also grows with your child. 
We rely on what experts say, including teachers, 
psychologists, physiotherapists and midwives. We also 
listen to parents. Supported by such a great team, we 
are getting more and convinced that the value of our 
products is multidimensional, and we are striving to 
achieve even more. Now we go a step further by starting 
to design products such as doors, floors or decorative 
walls. All of them are safe and of high quality, they also 
match our furniture collections perfectly. As a result, 
our stores are where you can furnish your baby’s nursery 
from A to Z by yourself, including creating a design in 
the form of a visualisation. We also remembered about 
the details that allow you to make every room warm and 
cosy. That is why VOX offers decorations for your little 
one’s nursery – lamps for mood lighting, soft bed linens 
made in Poland using top quality fabrics, warm blankets 
with certificates, frames for your pictures together, and 
many more lovely items that are absolutely necessary 
for all of you to be happy.

Come and visit one of our many stores in Poland  
and abroad.
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tuLi
A Tuli room is a place where your child can explore the 
world on his or her own. This collection features articles 
that are just right for those little hands and for the 
motor skills that are constantly developing.

COLOurs FOr YOur 
interiOrs
Selecting the right colours 
for your interior is already 
half the battle. Take a look at 
our inspirations, presented 
according to the Natural Color 
System (NCS):

NCS S 1015-R60B

NCS S 2005-Y40R

NCS S 1015-R10B

tABLe And stOOL
Slide the stool under the table 
to save some space
and tidy up the play area.
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i CAn dO it On MY OWn
A Tuli room is a child-friendly place, adapted to the 
child’s needs and capabilities. The bookcase has open 
shelves at an appropriate height, allowing your little one 
to see everything that’s inside and easily reach their 
toys and books. Every shelf has a label where you can 
draw a pictogram that would make it easier to put toys 
and other items where they belong.
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WHereVer YOu GO, 
tHeY WiLL FOLLOW
Your child wants to be with you no matter where you 
are or what you are doing — be it cooking, working or 
cleaning. By mimicking adults, children learn new skills. 
Tuli tables and stools can be moved around the house 
to help you play together. You no longer need to put 
extra furniture adjusted to your child’s height in the 
living or dining room. Just take Tuli with you to where 
you are in at the moment.
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ideAL FOr CHiLdren-
FriendLY PLACes 
The Tuli collection has also been designed with public 
spaces in mind. It can be an alternative to traditional 
creative corners that you can find in cafés, shops or 
museums. Thanks to its simple modern design, Tuli 
blends well with any interior. The furniture is light and 
handy, so you can quickly and easily set and fold it up. 
By stacking stools and tables, you can gain additional 
space for storing bits and pieces. Slide the stool under 
the table to save some space and tidy up the play area.
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2 stACKinG stOOLs
By stacking stools and tables, 
you can gain additional space 
and quickly clean up children’s 
room.

CArPet rAindrOP 
COrAL
A cotton carpet available 
in three colours: mint, coral 
and grey.

Bookcase
w90/d42/h86,5 cm

Table white/pink
w59,5/d50/h49 cm

Table yellow/green 
w59,5/d50/h49 cm

Stool blue/green 
w46/d25/h30,5 cm

Stool white/blue
w46/d25/h30,5 cm

Stool green/yellow
w46/d25/h30,5 cm

Stool yellow/pink
w46/d25/h30,5 cm

Vinyl floor GERFLOR
Morena 0489

Skirting ESTILO
E401 white

Wall KERRADECO
Cotton Mineral

Door SIGNA Premium 02

17

VOX interiOrs  
ALsO inCLude:
KERRADECO walls, resistant 
to those creative little hands. 
KERRADECO wall, Cotton 
Mineral.

tuLi Furniture

Blanket MintCarpet Raindrop Mint Picture Trees Mr Moods Rose

tuLi ACCessOries

ArrAnGe YOur tuLi rOOM WitH us
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COnCePt
We know how to organise a shared space for your 
children. Concept offers you smart and functional 
arrangement ideas that will help you create a perfect 
room for both of them.

PiCture Mr KittY
A drawing from the Anna
Dusza for VOX collection.

CArPet rAindrOP 
GreY
A cotton carpet available in 
three colours: mint, coral and 
grey. This will be a perfect 
place for your child to play.

CHAnGinG tABLe 
COVer
A soft yellow cotton cover 
finished with a blue edges.
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FOr Kids And BABies
With Concept furniture, age doesn’t matter. Use it 
to furnish a room for children at different stages of 
development. The little ones have a cot, a chest of 
drawers with a changing table and a bookcase for 
storing the most necessary accessories and baby care 
products, while the older ones — a small divan and a 
spacious wardrobe. Every parent knows that time rushes 
by very quickly. Before you even know it, a smaller 
cot will turn into a sofa for a toddler, and a larger one 
(140x70) into a divan for a little boy or girl.
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BiBBidi-BOBBidi-BOO, 
We HAVe A rOOM
FOr tWO
Build a comfortable space for both of your kiddies 
with Concept furniture. Each of them can choose their 
own front colour to let everyone know which piece of 
furniture belongs to whom. A long desk will be perfect 
for either two busy bees or for your child and you.
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COLOurs FOr YOur 
interiOrs
Selecting the right colours 
for your interior is already 
half the battle. Take a look at 
our inspirations, presented 
according to the Natural Color 
System (NCS):

COnCePt Furniture

Cot bed 120x60 cm
w124,5/d65/h97 cm

Small sofa
w124,5/d65/h97 cm

Cot bed 140x70 cm 
w144,4/d74,8/h96,8 cm

Infant bed
w144,4/d74,8/h57,3  cm

Blanket GreyOrganiser Sunny Bed sheet Sunny Bed linens Forest

A siMPLe CHAnGe 
FOr A POWerFuL 
eFFeCt
Choose one of the available 
front colours to make the 
room look the way you want.

NCS S 0507-R

NCS S 5502-B

NCS S 2040-Y80R

ArrAnGe YOur entire rOOM WitH us

COnCePt ACCessOries

Wooden floora 
SKANDINAVIEN, Oak

Skirting ESQUERO
white

Wall KERRADECO 
Stone Misty

Door PREZZO 03 
white

VOX interiOrs  
ALsO inCLude:
Floors that feel nice under 
your baby’s bare feet. Floor 
SKANDINAVIEN, Maloren Oak.

Changing table
w59/d77/h10 cm

Dresser
w103,5/d55/h96,5 cm

Cabinet
w53,5/d45/h71,5 cm

2-door wardrobe
w103,5/d55/h201,5 cm
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dO YOu KnOW 
tHAt tHe COnCePt 
COLLeCtiOn is ALsO  
A GreAt OPtiOn iF 
YOu need tO ArrAnGe 
A rOOM FOr A YOunG 
AduLt
Find out more at vox.pl
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COLOurs FOr YOur 
interiOrs
Selecting the right colours 
for your interior is already 
half the battle. Take a look at 
our inspirations, presented 
according to the Natural Color 
System (NCS):

eVOLVe
When a child is born, your entire world turns upside down. 
Now you need your bedroom to welcome a new family 
member — a cute but demanding little person. We do our 
best to make this sweet chaos as comfortable as possible 
for both parents and children.

NCS S 2050-Y

NCS S 5040-R90B

NCS S 1502-B

OrGAniser GreY
An organiser that helps you 
put in order all those little 
things your child needs. Now 
you can perfectly control the 
bottles, nappies and baby 
cosmetics.

WHAt’s YOur MOOd 
tOdAY?
Our cuddly pillow can help your 
little one in many different 
situations — he or she can 
use it to express emotions, to 
tuck a sleepy head, to soothe 
a troubled tummy and to 
improve motor skills in their 
hands.
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A rOOM FOr tHree
Young parents can be amazed at how much space is 
required for a new family member. We already know 
this, so for our Evolve collection we created a wardrobe 
and a bed drawer that are very spacious. They will hold 
whatever you need: clothes, blankets, nappies or baby 
care products. Many parents embrace the philosophy 
of attachment parenthood and turn their bedroom 
into a place for three — mum, dad and baby. That is 
why the Evolve collection has been designed with great 
attention to aesthetic qualities.
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CArPet rAindrOP 
GreY

LAMP HuHu OWL
The Huhu lamp will take your 
child into a magical world full 
of incredible bedtime stories.

Cot bed 140x70 cm
w76/d144,5/h96,5 cm

Infant bed
w76/d144,5/h67 cm

2-door wardrobe
w90/d53/h185 cm

eVOLVe COLLeCtiOn

eVOLVe ACCessOries

Pillowcase GreyPicture FoxOrganiser Grey Bed sheet Grey

ArrAnGe YOur entire rOOM WitH us

Floor SKANDINAVIEN
Fano Ash

Skirting
 ESTILO E601

Wall MOTIVO 
Bosco Gris

Door SIGNA
Premium 01

VOX interiOrs 
ALsO inCLude:
Floors that are ideal for 
taking the first steps. Floor 
SKANDINAVIEN, Fano Ash.

Dresser
w94,5/d53/h85 cm

Changing table
w50/d72/h12,5
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tHe eVOLVe 
COLLeCtiOn FOr 
YOunG AduLts 
WiLL insPire tHeir 
CreAtiVitY
Find out more at vox.pl
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COLOurs FOr YOur 
interiOrs
Selecting the right colours 
for your interior is already 
half the battle. Take a look at 
our inspirations, presented 
according to the Natural Color 
System (NCS):

4 YOu
Closeness, at one’s fingertips? A cot bed which may be 
moved to the parents bed will let you be as close as 
possible.

HAPPY LiGHts 
LiGHtinG CHAin
A warm light of the Happy 
Lights lighting chain 
introduces a unique 
atmosphere to the interior.

Mint BeddinG
A soft cotton bedding in 
a delicate shade of mint 
colorwith pink edges.     

NCS S 6030-R80B

NCS S 1015-B50G

NCS S 3010-G80Y
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WHAt iF tHe WHOLe 
tinY WOrLd OF YOur 
BABY WAs MOBiLe?
That was exactly what we were thinking of while 
designing a moving cot bed 4 YOU. When the baby 
becomes a part of your life, you can easily bring a cot 
bed to your canopy bed. It is possible due to an easy 
to dismount side of the cot bed and the perfectly 
matching bases of the two beds. Now, the family 
mornings can start with the family being together!
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4 YOu
It is a room for great discoveries! When the time comes, 
every step will become a new challenge, and a true 
adventure will start right in the baby’s room.

Mint BLAnKet 
And PiLLOW
Made of organic cotton, 
available in three colors: 
orange, mint and neutral grey. 
Both products are appointed 
with GOTS certificate.

GABBA ArMCHAir
An ideal armchair for a child’s 
room, which also proves as a 
comfortable place for feeding 
the baby.

VOX interiOrs  
ALsO inCLude:
Perfect doors for baby’s 
room. Doors VOX CLASSIC 4.
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We KnOW WHAt 
A sMALL HuMAn BeinG 
needs – FreedOM
By removing three bars from a cot bed you will open
the very first door to the world of small but great 
discoveries for your child. The bed offers three possible 
heights for adjusting to your child’s changing needs. 
Now the baby can freely travel around the room and get 
to know their space. And you will make a good use of 
the big, comfortable changer over the gap between the 
dresser and the he wall.
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4 YOu
First read books, first diary pages filled with words, first 
CDs with favorite songs. It’s a good moment to choose 
the furniture and accessories together with your child.

BisO desKtOP LAMP
A stylish desktop lamp, which 
will become an original 
accessory in your interior due 
to its interesting shape.

A dAndeLiOn CLOCK 
PAttern
A soft cotton bedding with
a dandelion clocks pattern, 
decorated with a yellow edges.
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tHree in One
When your child will slowly start to enter the adult world, 
the room will change as well. When the child does not 
need the bars anymore, you can turn a cot bed into 
a child bed and a desk. Impossible? Not anymore! When 
you turn the frame of the cot bed upside down, you will 
create a stable and safe desk. The bars may be used as 
hangers for organizers, which will keep important little 
objects in order. The dresser, now without a changer, will 
be a perfect storage for clothes and toys. The room will 
be complemented with a bookcase: the place for your 
child’s favorite titles.
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Dresser
w85/d44 cm/h97 cm

Changing table
w82/d77/h28 cm

Cot bed 120x60
w65/d124,5/h105,5 cm

Cot bed 120x60
w65/d124,5/h105,5 cm

Canopy bed with a moving cot bed
w168/d238/h206 cm

4 YOu COLLeCtiOn

Cot bed 140x70
w.75/d144,5/h99,5 cm

Desk
w75/d144,5/h99,5 cm

2-door wardrobe
w100/d57/h206 cm

Tall side wall bookcase
w57/d22 h/206 cm

Big box Small box

Zouk Armchair Ondo ArmchairGabba Armchair

ArMCHAirs tO tHe CHiLd’s rOOM

4 YOu ACCessOries

Organizer Pocket Cat Picture Lige Desk Lamp Decorative Owl

ArrAnGe YOur entire rOOM WitH us

Floor panels LAMETT Classica 
Palermo

Skirting ESTILO E301 white Wall KERRADECO 
Stone Moon

Mirror door 1S 

+

Infant bed 140x70
w75/d144,5/h40,5 cm
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tHe 4 YOu COLLeCtiOn 
FOr YOunG AduLts 
is A PerFeCtLY 
OrGAnised sPACe FOr 
CreAtiVe PLAY
Find out more at vox.pl
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COLOurs FOr YOur 
interiOrs
Selecting the right colours 
for your interior is already 
half the battle. Take a look at 
our inspirations, presented 
according to the Natural Color 
System (NCS):

sPOt
Inspired by hours spent in the yard, swings, building 
forts and playing hide and seek, SPOT introduces an 
incredible amount of energy and dunamics to the room 
with levitating slim structures and organizers slightly 
moved by the wind.

rOse OrGAniZer
An organizer, which is perfect 
for keeping infant’s essentials 
- bottles, nappies and even 
cosmetics - in order.

NCS S 0507-B20G

NCS S 2030-Y

NCS S 2002-Y

WHAt’s YOur MOOd 
tOdAY?
Our cuddly pillow can help your 
little one in many different 
situations — he or she can 
use it to express emotions, to 
tuck a sleepy head, to soothe 
a troubled tummy and to 
improve motor skills in their 
hands.
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LiGHt, FunCtiOnAL 
And OriGinAL
Furniture
Spot by VOX collection will entrance you with its elegant 
form and it will help you enhance the order in a child’s 
room. Here, the aesthetics go hand in hand with brilliant 
solutions. Wooden furniture frames add a noble touch 
and structures lifted above the floor provide the 
impression of lightness. It is surprising that it is possible 
to fit almost everything inside.
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dO YOu KnOW WHen 
YOu PurCHAse sPOt 
Furniture, YOur 
BeneFit is tWOFOLd?
Time passes by quickly, children grow up and their needs 
change, but we keep up with them and design our 
products with their future in our minds. This is why, when 
the time comes, you will be able to easily turn a chest 
of drawers into a desk, and cot bed into a young child’s 
bed. A quick change of colors, accessories and the room 
for a child is ready!
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CLOser CHAir
Chair with a swivel seat which 
facilitates standing up and 
changing positions. The soft 
and comfortable seat is 
available in two colors.

sPOt COLLeCtiOn

Rose bedding Rose bedsheetPicture of treesWall shelf with pegs

Cot bed 140x70
w75/d152/h97,5 cm

Cot bed 120x60 cm
w65/d132/h97,5 cm

Infant bed 140x70
w75/d152/h72 cm

2-door wardrobe
w100/d60/h202,5 cm

Dresser with changing table
w54/d75,5/h9 cm

Dresser
w98/d64/h185 cm

Desk
w98/d64/h185 cm

sPOt ACCessOries

ArrAnGe YOur entire rOOM WitH us

Floor panels BRYLANT,   
Gothenborg Oak

Skirting
ESTILO E701

Wall KERRADECO 
Stone Anthracite

Door SMART without 
couplings,
Classic Oak

VOX interiOrs  
ALsO inCLude:
Furniture collections Young 
VOX , dedicated for youngsters.
Bunk bed from Spot Young 
Collection

WALL stiCKer — 
FLOWers
Decorate the nursery wall with 
lovely flowers to stimulate 
your baby’s imagination and to 
brighten up any interior.
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tHe sPOt COLLeCtiOn 
FOr teenAGers HeLPs 
YOu CreAte A PLACe 
WHere tHeY CAn 
WOrK, PLAY And LeArn
Find out more at vox.pl
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YOunG users
Is your child constantly growing and
changing? Their room has to keep up with all the 
changes! Adjust it whenever you want to. These are the 
world’s most personal furniture.

LiGe FLOOr LAMP 
An easy to move floor lamp 
with a adjustable lampshade - 
it can be an additional source 
of light for reading books, for 
example in an armchair.

BinA Bin
Bins can be used in many ways, 
for example as a container 
for cosmetics, nappies or toys. 
Available in three sizes and two 
colors.
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Furniture WiLL Be 
useFuL FOr A VerY 
LOnG tiMe!
In a collaboration with experts in psychology, 
anthropology and sociology we have conducted 
extensive research related to needs of children, 
adolescents and their parents. The collection which has 
been designed as a result of said research overcomes 
contemporary thinking: it keeps up with the age, 
demands and interests of your child. The possibility 
of changing the appearance of the whole collection 
makes the furniture grow up alongside with their 
user – from the colorful children’s room, through the 
inaccessible adolescent’s territory, until a functional flat 
for a single or a couple.
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reMOVABLe MetAL
COVers
They work as a whiteboard, on 
which you can draw. You can 
also attach magnets to them, 
but above all, their greatest 
advantage is the fact that 
they can be always replaced. 
Available in 13 colors.

NCS S 3030-G80Y

NCS S 1500-N

NCS S 1010-R80B

KOLeKCJA YOunG users

YOunG users ACCessOries

ArrAnGe YOur entire rOOM WitH us

Door MODUS 10 BPSkirting
ESTILO E701

Wall KERRADECO 
Stone Ivory

Floor panels SZAFIR SLIM
Sydney Light Oak

Leaf jewellery hangerBin Zola Fado table lampSunny bumper

VOX interiOrs ALsO inCLude:
Furniture collections Young VOX for youngsters
Bunk bed from Young Users Collection.

Dresser
w106,5/d53,5/h61 cm

Changing table
w106,5/d16/h2,5 cm

2-door wardrobe
w106/d53/h159 cm

Wall shelf black/white
w106/d20/h4 cm

Platform with drawer
w107/d53/h35 cm

Cot bed 140x70
w75/d145/h99,5 cm

Cot bed 120x60
w65/d125/h86,5 cm

Cot bed 120x60
w65/d125/h86,5 cm

Infant bed 140x70
w75/d145/h57 cm

COLOurs FOr YOur 
interiOrs
Selecting the right colours 
for your interior is already 
half the battle. Take a look at 
our inspirations, presented 
according to the Natural Color 
System (NCS):
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YOunG users is 
tHe WOrLd’s MOst 
PersOnALised 
Furniture COLLeCtiOn 
FOr YOunG AduLts
Find out more at vox.pl
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MiLK
Those white furniture with gentle shapes have been 
created to remain close. When your baby is safe and 
restfully asleep in the comfortable cot bed, you can 
focus on the happiness brought by this moment.

HArMOnY LAMP
A stylish lamp with geometrical 
shapes. When is on, it creates 
intriguing shadows.

BeAr PiLLOW
Jolly pillow with a soft filler, 
designed by Anna Dusza for 
Vox.
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We KnOW tHe 
iMPOrtAnCe OF 
KeePinG YOur sHAred 
MOMents 
uninterruPted
The furniture have been created to facilitate keeping 
child’s essentials in order. The cot bed is equipped with 
a hanger for a blanket or baby’s dressing gown, which 
are worth to be kept at hand. The spacious drawer under 
the cot bed is perfect for keeping packages of nappies, 
baby’s blankets or a bedding. The furniture does 
not have handles – instead, we used holes perfectly 
matching your hand, safe for the hands of your baby.
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COLOurs FOr YOur 
interiOrs
Selecting the right colours for 
your interior is already half 
the battle. Take a look at our 
inspirations, presented according 
to the Natural Color System 
(NCS):

LAMBs BeddinG
A soft and cotton bedding with
a lamb pattern, decorated with
a pink edges .

GeO Bin
A modern design of the bin 
allows it not only to perform 
its basic role, but also to store 
handy textiles.

NCS S 1010-R80B

NCS S 1050-Y60R

NCS S 0515-Y60R

MiLK COLLeCtiOn

Dresser with changing table
w90/d77/h96,5 cm

Cot bed 140x70
w75/d154/h88 cm

Infant bed
w75/d154/h60 cm

2-door wardrobe
w90/d50/h180 cm

ArrAnGe YOur entire rOOM WitH us

Vinyl floor Lico,
HDF Design Plus, Pearl Oak

Skirting
ESTILO E101

white

Wall KERRADECO 
Scandinavian Wood

Door UPPSALA W01P
white

Lighting Chain Happy 
Lights

Organizer Grey Blanket Grey

MiLK ACCessOries

Bear Picture

VOX interiOrs  
ALsO inCLude:
Vox Box Program, which will 
help you design a baby room 
of your dreams by yourself. 
You can also create the 
project in our shops with help 
of the assistant or simply 
make an appointment with our 
architect.
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MAXiM
Furniture which will surprise you not only with an 
ultimate functionality, but also with a reasonable price. 
It is particularly important, when all room-sharing 
siblings require furniture.

BALLOOns BeddinG
Soft and cotton bedding with 
a balloon pattern, with a grey 
edges.

VOX interiOrs
ALsO inCLude:
Excellent doors for children’s 
bedrooms. Door VOX MODUS.

OndO ArMCHAir
An ideal armchair for a child’s 
room, which also proves as a 
comfortable place for feeding 
the baby.
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GiVe YOur CHiLd 
A FreedOM
tO eXPLOre!
Every day you observe how quickly your child is 
changing. Luckily, our furniture are ready for such 
challenges! When the baby starts to walk, three 
removable bars will allow your toddler to leave the cot 
bed freely. And when the baby grows even more, you will 
be able to create a comfortable infant bed. In spacious 
wardrobes and chests of drawers there is room for not 
only clothes and nappies, but also for the first abacus 
and favorite fairytales. In open shelves of the wardrobe 
you can place the photos from the trips you took 
together - even those taken in the child’s room!



COLOurs FOr YOur 
interiOrs
Selecting the right colours 
for your interior is already 
half the battle. Take a look at 
our inspirations, presented 
according to the Natural Color 
System (NCS):

CArPet rAindrOP 
Mint
A cotton carpet available in 
three colours: mint, coral and 
grey. This will be a perfect 
place for your child to play.

NCS S 4005-R50B

NCS S 0515-B20G

NCS S 0520-Y60R

Dresser with changing table 
w88,5/d75,5/h89,5 cm

Wardrobe
w88,5/d55/h179,5 cm

Cot bed 140x70
w75/d144,5/h86 cm

Infant bed
w75/d144,5/h56 cm

MAXiM COLLeCtiOn

Picture Cat Tree jewellery hanger Mint bumper Grey blanket

MAXiM ACCesOries

ArrAnGe YOur entire rOOM WitH us

Floor panels Quick-Step
ELIGNA Natural Satin Oak

SKIRTING
ESTILO E401 

white

Wall MOTIVO 
Askot Gris

Door SMART 
with couplings

white

WALL stiCKer — 
WAterWOrLd
Decorate the nursery wall 
with lovely underwater plants 
and animals to stimulate your 
baby’s imagination and to 
brighten up any interior.
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JAsMine
For the baby, looking at the world from the perspective 
of your arms, every object can be a true work of art. 
Jasmine is a collection of a good taste, where the 
classics perfectly blend with modern solutions.

FOrest PAttern
BeddinG
Soft, cotton bedding with a 
forest pattern, with a blue 
edges. Design: Anna Dusza for 
VOX.

OMBrA LAMP
A grey colored rattan lamp 
will introduce a unique 
atmosphere to the interior.

trees PiCture
Graphics designed by Anna 
Dusza for VOX.
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COMFOrt And PeACe
Jasmine furniture have been designed to ensure 
that your baby is completely safe. It is possible due 
to rounded edges of all the surfaces. Cream color of 
Jasmine gives a sense of space and allows you to freely 
select favorite colors for your interior. In spacious 
wardrobe and all the drawers there is a space for each 
and every object crucial for your baby. Essentials, in turn, 
can be hidden in open shelves of the wardrobe. 
Now everything you need is at your disposal!
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COLOurs FOr YOur 
interiOrs
Selecting the right colours 
for your interior is already 
half the battle. Take a look at 
our inspirations, presented 
according to the Natural 
Color System (NCS):

Mildo bank

ZOuK ArMCHAir
An ideal armchair for a child’s 
room, which also proves as a 
comfortable place for feeding 
the baby.

tree PiLLOW
Jolly pillow with a soft filler, 
designed by Anna Dusza for 
VOX.

NCS S 1040-Y80R

NCS S 0530-G80Y

NCS S 0520-B

JAsMine COLLeCtiOn

Wardrobe
w97,7-94/d54/h185 cm

Cot bed 140x70
w77/d147,5/h88,5 cm

Infant bed
w77/d147,5/h57 cm

Dresser with changing table
w94/d77-57/h98 cm
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Mint bumper Mint beddingHuhu Owl lamp

JAsMin ACCessOries

ArrAnGe YOur entire rOOM WitH us

Floor panels VOX SZAFIR
Scandinavian Concord Oak

Skirting 
ESTILO E201 

white

Piedra CelesteDoor SMART without couplings,
Wenge White

VOX interiOrs ALsO 
inCLude:
Skirting safe for those 
curious little hands. Skirting 
Estilo E201.
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ACCessOries 
And teXtiLes
Decorations make your baby’s room look warm and 
cosy. That is why we have something very special for 
you – lamps for mood lighting, soft bedding made in 
Poland using top quality fabrics, warm blankets with 
certificates, frames for your pictures together, and 
many more lovely items that are absolutely necessary 
for all of you to be happy.
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FOr eVerY MOOd
Mr Moods is a cuddly toy that adapts to your baby’s 
moods. It’s up to your little one to decide if this soft 
friend is happy, sad or sleepy. Mr Moods is a perfect 
companion when travelling around the world of shapes 
and textures.

Mr Moods can have a soft 
pillow inside, or you can fill it 
with groats, rice, sand or beans 
to enhance your child’s sensory 
development. Use Mr Moods 
as a bed warmer by filling it 
with warm cherry stones or 
mustard seeds which are very 
good at retaining heat for 
a very long time.

Mr Moods is neither a cat nor a 
fox, but its shape is so versatile 
that just a bit of imagination 
is enough to turn it into your 
child’s favourite pet. There 
are ribbons at the top of Mr 
Moods’s arms. Small children 
love to play with them, while 
the older ones can try to tie 
them in a bow.

Mr MOOds – 
A CuddLY PiLLOW
Using Mr Moods’s arms, your 
child can cover or uncover 
these lovely embroidered eyes 
to show his or her own moods.
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AnnA dusZA FOr VOX
With our smallest and cutest customers in mind, our 
favourite illustrator, Anna Dusza, created a collection of 
textiles, pictures and wall stickers.

WALL stiCKer — 
FLOWers
Decorate the nursery wall with 
lovely flowers to stimulate 
your baby’s imagination and to 
brighten up any interior.

BeAr PiLLOW
Jolly pillow with a soft filler, 
designed by Anna Dusza for 
Vox.
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BLAnKets
And PiLLOWs
In cooperation with Martello brand, we came up with 
blankets and pillows, which can accompany the baby in 
their bed, an afternoon nap and during a walk.

PiLLOWCAse COrAL
We trust Martello because 
it has been creating kids’ 
products for years. These 
products are GOTS-certified, 
which means that they are 
free of toxic chemicals and 
100% safe for babies.

BLAnKet Mint
Made of organic cotton, 
available in three colours: 
orange, mint and neutral grey.
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teXtiLes teXtiLes

Baby bumper Rose

Textile baby changer
Rose

Baby bumper Grey

Textile baby changer
Grey

Baby bumper Mint

Textile baby changer
Mint

Baby bumper Sunn

Baby organizer Rose Baby organizer Grey Baby organizer Mint Baby organizer Sunny

Textile baby changer
Sunny

Baby bedding Forrest

Baby bedsheet 
Rose 70x140 cm

Baby bedding Sheep

Baby bedsheet
Grey 70x140 cm

Baby bedding Dandelions

Baby bedsheet
Mint 70x140 cm

Baby bedding Baloons

Baby bedding Rose Baby bedding Grey Baby bedding Mint Baby bedding Sunny

Baby bedsheet
Sunny 70x140 cm
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Lamp Huhu Owl

teXtiLes

Blanket Coral
150x100 cm

Blanket Grey
150x100 cm

Blanket Mint
150x100 cm

Pillowcase Coral
50x50 cm

Pillowcase Grey
50x50 cm

Pillowcase Mint
50x50 cm

Pillow Baby Bear Pillow Baby Tree Mr Moods Rose - 
sensory toy

Mr Moods Grey - 
sensory toy

ACCesOries

Carpet Raindrop 
Coral

Carpet Raindrop 
Grey

Carpet Raindrop 
Mint

Wall sticker Flowers
150x130 cm

Wall sticker Waterworld
150x130 cm

Biso Desktop Lamp
Grey

Biso Desktop Lamp 
Blue
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vox.pl

Infoline Baby VOX

tel.+ 48 67 25 39 459

fax + 48 67 25 39 460

e-mail: baby@vox.pl


